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“The child becomes a person through work.”
Maria Montessori

The Three Year Cycle At Sunnybrook, we encourage students to participate in a
three year program based on Montessori’s theory of development. Completing the
three year cycle is considered crucial for a child to fully internalize and consolidate the
skills they have been building over the previous two years.
1. 3 -4 year old: During the initial preschool year, children
begin to assimilate and become comfortable with the
classroom environment. They are gradually introduced to
various types of activities and gain confidence in making
choices and using the materials.
2. 4 -5 year old: During the second preschool year, students
continue in this familiar environment, progressing in their
learning and introduction to new materials.
3. 5-6 year old: In the third year, the kindergarten year, these
veterans become teachers and helpers. They continue to be
introduced to new learning materials, reinforce their
learning through practice, recognize where more practice is
needed, and cement their prior knowledge through teaching.
Montessori observed that six year-olds are in a year of social
and emotional growth. During this year, they benefit from
being the oldest, most mature members of the group, with
age appropriate responsibilities that help build confidence
and competence.

What Is It and What Do You Do With It?

In the February Sunnybrook Scene, we

shared the image to the left of a basket filled with pairs of various fabrics from the Sensorial
area of the classroom. The student takes the basket from the shelf, puts on the blindfold, and
picks up a piece of fabric. The child feels the remaining fabrics one by one until he finds the
match. He continues until all pieces are matched. This activity develops tactile discrimination
and descriptive vocabulary.
On the right is a picture of an item found in the Language Area.
What do you think students do with this material?

What Can I Do At Home?

Help develop literacy by labelling the items in your house!

Invite your child to find things to label (chair, step, floor, bed, book, clock, etc.). If your child
knows corresponding letters and sounds, ask your child to sound out and write all the sounds
that he can hear in the word - do not correct your child’s misspellings.
Phonetic writing is an important aspect of literacy development. Do
give assistance if your child gets frustrated. If your child is still
developing this skill, slowly sound out the words for him, and correctly
spell and write the word. ex. “Let’s sound out chair. /ch/ /ā/ /r/. Listen again, and count the
sounds. /ch/ , one, /ā/ , two, /r/ , three. I heard three sounds. Now let’s write them down.
The first sound is /ch/. I know that the /ch/ sound is made by the letters ch together. The
second sound is /ā/. I know that in the word chair, the /ā/ sound is made by the two letters ai
together. The last sound is /r/. I know that the /r/ sound is made by the letter r. Now let’s
read our word together. Chair!” When the label is complete, let your child tape it to the item.

Calendar
Saturday, April 7th, 9 AM - 12 PM - Photo Fundraiser - Fletcher Manley, a well known local
photographer, has graciously offered time to take family photos for Sunnybrook families and
alumni. If you are interested in having your child’s or family’s photo taken, please sign up for a
time slot by contacting Kirsten Scobie at benkirs@yahoo.com.

